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INTRODUCTION 
A prototype of a dual Bellman equation is the following: find a function 
$(<) solution of: 
W&W, VI- 4 . sW, v)l = 0, a.e. 5 (*I ” 
which compares to the usual Bellman equation: find x(x) satisfying: 
Inf[4(x, u) + & .g(x, v)] = 0, a.e. x. (**I 
One derives (**) from (*) by the Legendre transformation: 
5+Dx(x)=O 
w(r) = x. 
Dual Bellman equations come out naturally in the study of boundary 
layers related to singular perturbations in optimal control (see [ 11). In 
fact, this is a generalization of a correspondence known in the case of linear 
quadratic problems, involving singular perturbations (see [3], for 
instance). The corresponding Riccati equations also play a role in the 
duality between filtering and control (see [2]). The classical Bellman 
equation (w) has not a unique solution, even in the class of regular 
solutions, leaving aside that the solution is defined up to a constant. This is 
already the case for the linear quadratic problems in which (**) reduces to 
a Riccati equation. This case is presented in Section 1, although classical; it 
corresponds basically to the positive real lemma. A complete theory can be 
found in the above book. 
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The nonlinear nonquadratic case, i.e., the study of (**), is treated in Sec- 
tion 2. It must be noted that we make assumptions on 4, and g, which 
when restricted to g linear and 4 quadratic are more restrictive than those 
made in Section 1. In other words, the nonlinear, nonquadratic situation 
considered in Section 2 generalizes only partly the positive real lemma. A 
complete generalization is not yet available. 
In Section 3, we study (*). It must be noted here that there is no 
optimality principle available for (*), and thus we prove only the existence 
of a solution. The study of the structure of the set of solutions remains to 
be done. 
1. THE LINEAR QUADRATIC CASE 
1.1. Setting of the Problem: Norations 
Let us consider the linear system 
~=Fx+Gr 
(1.1) 
x(0) =x 
where x(t) E R”, u(t) E R”. 
We define the family of sets 
V(x)= (U(.)EL’(O, a; Rk)(x(+L2(0, ,m; R”)) (1.2) 
which may be empty (note that y(t) is well defined for any t, when the 
initial value x and the control u(. ) have been specified). 
L,et us next consider the functional 
where 
Q is symmetric 
N symmetric, positive definite. 
(1.4) 
The functional K,( u(. )) is well defined for any u( . ) E V(x). We define: 
x(x) = Inf K,(u(. )). (1.51 L’,‘)E v-p) 
with the convention that x(x) = +W when V(x) is empty, 
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Similarly we shall define 
dx 
z= -(Fx+Gv) 
x(0) =x 
(1.6) 
V(x)= {U(.)EL2(0, cqRk)(X(.)EL2(0, cc; R”)] (1.7) 
and 
K&~(.))=fj-~~ (Qx.x+2Hx.u+Nv.o)dt 
xix) = -af,,T~~cxj K,(d. 1). 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
with the convention that x(x)= -co if V(x) is empty. 
1.2. Positive Real Lemma 
This classical result (see for instance [2]) can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Under the assumptions (1.4), a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the function x(x) to be nonnegative and finite is that the set of 
matrices I7 such that: 
17 symmetric, nonnegative (1.10) 
I7F+ F*ll+ Q - (l7G + H*) N--‘(H+ G*l7) > 0 (1.11) 
is not empt-v. 
In this case, one has 
x(x) = p?u . x (1.12) 
where P is the unique nonnegative, symmetric solution of the equation 
PF+FCP+Q-(PG+H*,N-‘(H+G*P)=O, (1.13) 
and P is the maximum element of (l.lO), (1.11) (in the sense P-fl>O, Qn 
in (l.lO), (1.11)). 
Proox (a) assume x(x) 2 0, Vx and finite. 
We prove that 
x(x) = +Px. x (1.14) 
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where P is a symmetric nonnegative matrix. Indeed, let 
which is defined on L”(0, a; R”) x L’(0, cc; Rk). 
Let us set 
WY= x(.), t7(. j $=Fx+Gu,x(O)=X 
i I 1 
Clearly 
x(-y) = frl,f K(x( . ), U( . )). 
The set W., is not empty since K(X) is finite. Moreover K is quadratic 
convex on W.,. 
Indeed 
K(e(.~,(.),u,(.))+(l-e)(-K,(.),~~,(.))) 
=eK(.K,(~),u,(~~j+(l-e)K(x~(~),l~z(’)) 
-et1 -ejK(x,(.)-x,(~), o,(.)-Lb(.)). 
If x,(.), L’,(.) and x2(.), L’~(.) belong to W, then .u,(.)-x2(.), 
c,(. ) - v,( .) belongs to W, and thus 
K(.~,(~~-.~?(~),L’,(.~-U~(.))>/X(O)=O. 
Therefore, 
Now consider 
K,(w(.),u(.))=K(,~(.),u(.))+~j’- (~.~J”+~v~~)dt 
0 
and minimize K, on W.,. Since K, is strictly convex, coercive on W.,, it has 
a unique minimum. Writing optimahty conditions, one can check that this 
unique minimum depends linearly on x. Therefore, 
Inf J&(.X(. ); u(. )) = +P’.u .Y 
M’, 
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where P” is symmetric, nonnegative definite. Taking E = l/n and writing 
P, = Pll”, then P, is a nonincreasing sequence of symmetric nonnegative 
matrices. Hence P, 1 P, and (1.14) obtains. 
Writing the optimality principle for x(x) yields 
+P-r’=;,$ ; ;(Qx(t)‘+2Hx-ll+fw)dr+;P(x(~))‘j 
i, 
(1.15) 
where u( . ) is any locally integrable function. From this it is easy to check 
that P satisfies (1.13). 
(b) Assume the set (l.lO), (1.11) not empty. 
Let I7 be an element of (l.lO), (1.11). Take u(.)E V(x), by an easy 
calculation one can check that 
K,(.))-f ja N[u+N-‘(H+G*P)x]~~~ 
II 
++ jm [Q+nF+F*n-(nG+H*)N-‘(H+G*n)]?c’dt (1.16) 
0 
hence 
Taking l7= P, we consider the control defined by the feedback 
u(t) = -N- ‘(H+ G*P) x(t) 
which is admissible since from ( 1.16) 
K,(u(. )) = fPx2 = x(x). 
This completes the proof of the desired results. 1 
Similarly, one can prove the: 
THEOREM 1.2. Under the assumptions (1.4), a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the function x(x) to be nonpositive and finite is that the set of 
matrices II such that: 
II symmetric, nonpositive (1.17) 
I7F+F*Z7+Q-(l7G+H*)i’-‘(H+G*n)>O (1.18) 
is not empty. 
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In this case, one has 
x(x) = 1P.u’ (1.19) 
where P is the unique nonpositive solution qf (1.13) and the minimum element 
of (1.17), (1.18). 
2. NONLINEAR, QUADRATIC CASE 
2.1. Assumptions: Notation 
Let us consider 
g(x, u): R” x Rk -+ R” 
g( 0,O) = 0, g,, g,. bounded. 
4(x, u) which is CT*, with bounded second derivatives and 
m, 0) = 0, d.(O, 0) = 0, $,.(O, 0) = 0 
g L’L’ 7 g.,,. bounded 
grgt is invertible with bounded inverse. 
Let us consider the state equation 
x( 0) = x 
and 
V(x)= {u(+L2(0, CG; Rk)lx(+L2(0, EC; R”)} 
which may be empty. For any u(. ) in V(x) define 
K,(u(. )) = [‘x &x(t), u(t)) dt. 
0 
We set 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5 
(2.6 
(2.7) 
with value + CXI, whenever V(x) is empty. 
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Similarly consider the state equation 
dx 
-jy = -g(x, 0) 
x(0) =x 
(2.8) 
and the set of admissible controls 
V(x)= {U(.)EL2(0, co; Rk)(X(‘)EL2(0, m; R”)]. (2.9) 
Define next the cost function 
K,(u(. 1) = lrn $(x(t), u(t)) dt 
0 
(2.10) 
and 
X(X)= - inf K,(tl(.)). (2.11) 
L’(.)EV(X) 
2.2. Bellman Equation 
We can state the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (2.1), (2.2), (2.3). Then V(x), V(x) are not empty 
for any x. Moreover x, x satisfj, 
a0 lx12 < x(x) < aI I4 2, a0 > 0 (2.12) 
-b, 1x1 x2 ,< x(x) ,< -b, Ix12, b, >0 (2.13) 
1x(x*) - x@z)l < 41.~11 + bzl) I,YI -x*1. (2.14) 
I%d-xb2)l dc(b,I + Ixzl) lx, -“%I. (2.15) 
x is the maximum solution in the class (2.12), (2.14) of the 
Bellman equation (2.14’) 
Inf[b(x, z~)+Dx-g(x, u)]=O 
I’ 
x is the minimum solution in the class (2.13 ), (2.15) of the 
same Bellman equation. (2.15’) 
We shall use the following result of Peng-Shi-Ge [4]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Consider the algebraic equation 
F=g(x, + x, uo + V) -g(xo, uo) (2.16) 
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in which F and X are given and U is the unknown. Then (2.16) has a solution 
such that 
IV Gc(lFl + W-1) (2.17) 
where C is a constant independent of ST,,, uO, F, X, U. 
Proqf. Consider the relation 
sF=g(.r,+sX. u,+ U(s))-g(.q,, ~4,). o<s< 1. (2.18) 
For s = 0, it has a solution U(0) = 0. Let us show that a solution exists 
for any s E [IO, 1). In particular U( 1) will be a solution of (2.16). 
Differentiating (2.18) with respect to s, we deduce 
Write 
F=g,X+g,.CJ’. 
By virtue of (2,3), the pair U(s), V(s) is solution of the Cauchy problem 
V’= -g,,g;(.u,+sX, u,+ U) ‘(F-g,X) 
U’=g,TV (2.19) 
U(0) = 0, V(0) = 0. 
This system has a unique solution, which satisfies 
I Vs)l d c(lFI + IXI) 
with a constant depending only on the bounds on g,, g,,, (g, gz) ~.- ‘. 1 
Proof qf Theorem 2.1. (a) V(x), V(x) not empty. 
Let .Y be given, we solve the equation 
- xe ~~ ’ =g(.~e-I, c(t)) 
which has a solution according to Lemma 2.1. and 
lv(t)( d C 1x1 e-‘. 
The corresponding trajectory is .ye-‘. This control belongs to V(X). A 
similar proof holds for V(x). 
(b) Estimates (2.12) (2.13). We prove only (2.13) for brevity. 
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According to part (a), there exists a control u,,( .), such that, denoting 
the corresponding trajectory by x,,(. ), one gets the estimate 
J ‘0: (lu,12+l-‘cg12)dt~CIx12. (2.20) 
Therefore, 
hence 
inf K,(u(. )) 6 C (XI * 
On the other hand, 
x(x) 3 -c Jx12. 
for b small. Hence 
x(x) < -b Ix12, 
(c) Lipschitz property. We prove it for x(x). Let x,, x2 be given and 
U, (. ) such that 
G,(W 1) G x(x, I+ E. 
We set 
and we define u2(t) such that 
i.e., 
dx2 
~=gw, u,(t)), 
&xl(t), ul(t))-(x2-xXl)e-‘=g(x,(t)+(x2--x,)e-’, u2(t)). 
According to Lemma 2.1, there exists 02( .) such that 
Iuz(t)-u,(t)1 <Clx,--x,1 eF’. 
But then 
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thus 
Letting E tend to 0 and interchanging the roles of .Y{ > s?. one obtains 
(2.14). 
(d) Prooj’ of (2.14). This is a classical property whose proof is 
omitted. 1 
2.3. Application to the Linear-Quadratic Case 
Take 
g(x, D ) = F.r + Gc 
then (2.3) amounts to 
GG* is invertible. 
Define next 
&x, ~1) = +(Qx’+ 2Hx. L’ + Nr*) 
then (2.2) implies 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
Then clearly 
which are solutions respectively nonnegative and nonpositive of ( 1.13). 
Because of (2.22), it is clear that P and P are invertible. 
3. DUALITY 
3.1. Notation 
Let us introduce the functions 
(3.1 ) 
(3.2 1 w(q) = inf(qx + X(X){. 
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Clearly I++ 2 0 and w < 0. 
If one uses the conjugate notations of the convex case, one can state that 
t44) = -K*( --4) 
w(9) = -x*t -9). 
In the linear quadratic case, from Section 2.3 we deduce easily 
(3.3) 
J/(q) = -%P - ‘X2 
w(q) = -;p- lxZ. 
(3.4) 
3.2. Dual Bellman Equation 
We first notice that we can write (3.1), (3.2) in a different manner. Con- 
sider the equation 
dx 
x = -s(x(t), u(r)) (3.5) 
without initial date and let us set 
+V= {u(.)EL’(O, 03; Rk), x(.)EL’(O, a; R”) and (3.5) holds; (3.6) 
K(x(.), u(.))={” &x(t), v(t))dt (3.7) 
0 
one then has 
t44)= - L,(.,~$,*.IK(x(9 ~m-q-w). (3.8) 
Similarly, let us consider the relation 
(3.9) 
and the set 
w= { ?I(. ) E L2( 0, GO; Rk), x( .) E L’(O, co; R”) and (3.9) holds} (3.10) 
one then has 
w(4) = inf c, )J( ) E I/ (K(x( . ), I)(. )) + 4x(O) >. 
(3.11) 
Note that TV, ware never empty since they contain the pair (0,O). We 
then have the following: 
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THEOREM 3.1. We assume (2.1), (2.2). Then the .function 1(/ defined hi 
(3.8) satisfies 
O<$(q)<h Id2 (3.12) 
IJ/k) - Wdl6 dlq,l + hl) 14, - qzl (3.13) 
JnfCd(Dr(l, u) - q.g(W, v)l = 0 a.e. q. (3.14) I’ 
4wq) > kl 1412? h,>O. (3.15) 
Proof Among the admissible pairs of I‘, one can restrict oneself to 
those verifying 
fad.), u(.))<qq..Y(o) 
or, as can be easily seen 
(3.16) 
The values of x(0) are necessarily bounded by c (41. The formula (3.8) 
implies immediately the Lipschitz property (3.13). Let us prove (3.14). Let 
q be a point of differentiability of Ic/ and let for any E, a pair I:,, x,. such that 
Let us prove that 
"do) * D$(q) as E -0. 
Indeed x,(O) is bounded, by virtue of (3.6) and 
~(q+&q,)--(q)>,Eq,.u,(0)-EEZ. 
(3.17) 
Let us consider a cluster point x* of the sequence x,(O). After dividing by 
E and picking a subsequence, such that s,(O) --t s*, taking account of the 
differentiability of II/, obtains 
W(q).q13q1 .x*. 
Since q, is arbitrary, it follows that 
x* = D+(q) 
and by the uniqueness of the limit, (3.7) is proven. 
Define, to simplify the writing 
K,(x( .). u(. )) = K(X(’ j. Ll(. )) -q x(O). 
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Jqxe(. 13 VA. )I = j; (4 x6, ud-q.g(xc, tl,)-q.g(.u,, u,))dr 
x,, u,)df-q.x,(E). (3.18) 
Setting 
one has 
hence 
Z,(t) = X,(E + t), u’,(t) = U,(E + t) 
%(O) =x,(E) 
s Cm i(- YE, 0,) dt - qx,(E) = K,(%, 6,) a -$(q). 
Therefore, going back to (3.8), obtains 
s 6 (4 x8, o,)-q.g(xE, 0,)) dtaEZ. 0 
Let us set 
X(A) = Inf[Id(k u) - q*g(A u)l P 
which is a continuous function. From (3.9) it follows 
E2 2 s E (x,(r)) dt 0 
hence 
EB s ; (X&S)) ds. 
But for SE [0, I], X,(&S) remains bounded, since in particular 
lX,(ES) - x,(O)1 <c v E. f 
From Lebesgue’s Theorem, and (3.17), it follows 
(W(q))GO 
(3.19) 
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hence 
(3.20) 
Let us now prove a reverse inequality. 
Consider 
a,(s) = 
v,(s - E) for s)/& 
L’O for s < E, v. fixed 
i,(s) = 
x,(s - E) for S>E 
defined by the differential equation (3.17) between 0 and E. 
Therefore, 
a,(&) = x,(O) 
and 
One easily checks that 
If,(s) -x,(O)\ d C& 
hence 
for SE [0, E], 
and from the definition of x,, t’, one deduces 
0 < 4.W), LJO) - q. g(?c,(O), 00). 
Letting E tend to 0, obtains 
and since u0 is arbitrary, the reverse inequality of (1.10) has been proven. 
The property (3.5) follows easily from (3.11) and the estimates (2.13) on 
x. I 
In a similar way, one can prove 
409:119:1-2.17 
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THEOREM 3.2. We assume (2.1), (2.2). Then the function v defined bll 
(3. I 1) satisfies 
O>v(q)> -h Id2 
lv(4l)-v(42)l dc(lq,I +142l) k,-421 
InfCWv, u) - 9 .g(W, 011 = 0 a.e. D 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
If (2.3) holds, then one has moreover 
-ho Id2 3 v(q). (3.24) 
Remark 3.1. The duality has a regularizing effect, since the differen- 
tiability of tj, w holds without the assumption (2.3), which was used to 
prove the differentiability of x, x. 
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